








(Total for Question 6 =12 marks) 

LevelLev No rewardable content 

1 1 - 2  A limited description which gives one relevant fact
e.g. (neutrons) cause atoms to split.

OR (during fission of uranium atom) neutrons collide with atoms
OR (nuclear fission) releases energy

      OR (3) neutrons are released and two of them are 

absorbed/taken away 
 the answer communicates ideas using simple language and

uses limited scientific terminology

 spelling, punctuation and grammar are used with limited
accuracy

2 3 - 4  A simple description, giving more than one fact, about a chain
reaction or control OR at least one fact about both.

e.g. a neutron collides with (uranium) atoms and causes them to split
(into daughter nuclei)

OR  atoms split releasing more neutrons

OR  an atom splits and releases energy

OR (neutrons) cause atoms to split and there are (control) rods to
control the neutrons.
OR control rods can be lowered into the reactor to absorb neutrons

 the answer communicates ideas showing some evidence of

clarity and organisation and uses scientific terminology

appropriately
 spelling, punctuation and grammar are used with some

accuracy

3 5 - 6 A detailed description involving:- 
 more than two stages of the chain reaction

 OR a description involving more than one stage of the chain

reaction AND at least one detail about control.

 OR a description involving more than one detail about control

AND at least one detail about the chain reaction.
e.g.  Neutrons are slowed down by graphite/water. This makes them
more likely to collide with other nuclei.

OR neutrons collide with other nuclei and cause them to split releasing

more neutrons AND these neutrons hit another nuclei causing it to

split

OR neutrons collide with other nuclei and cause them to split releasing
more neutrons AND there are (control) rods to control the neutrons

OR neutrons collide with uranium nuclei causing them to split and

release more neutrons. Control rods of boron absorb some of the

neutrons.

 the answer communicates ideas clearly and coherently uses a
range of scientific terminology accurately. uses nuclei split and
not atoms split.

 spelling, punctuation and grammar are used with few errors.

  
 

 












